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Description 

Do you and your customers still have large-project cost overruns from on-site rework and 
changes that run beyond contingencies? Generally, with the BIM-to-Field method, construction 
teams can prevent cost overruns on building projects - particularly overruns caused by 
incorrectly assembled MEP (Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing). During this presentation 
based on the “BIM-to-Field Sleep Well” model, you will see how to prevent or minimize rework 
during the construction phase. The presenters will demonstrate how BIM 360 Field technology 
enables the BIM-to-Field method, and how strict application of the method on the construction 
site has increased the efficiency of processes and reduction of waste. Discover how you can 
benefit from immense cost and time savings, with real-world project-example  facts and figures. 
Learn how with BIM-to-Field the building owner, project manager, and BIM manager sleep 
better with the comprehensive BIM-to-Field construction-site control capabilities. You won’t 
sleep through this class. This session features BIM 360 Field and Navisworks Manage. AIA 
Approved 

 
  

Learning Objectives 

 Discover and apply the “BIM-to-Field Sleep Well” model for BIM to Field  
 Understand how the application of the model enables you to prevent cost overruns  
 Understand the rules and tactics of the model for successful usage 
 Learn about when you should initiate this approach for BIM to Field at your own 

building projects to save money 
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Your AU Experts 

Bruno Ruch has been working for 23 years in the chemical industry in Switzerland as a 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) modeler/coordinator/manager and a 3D coordinator. 
Working on a variety of large and complex construction projects, he has supported project 
delivery from pre-Construction to Construction and through to Operations. Currently he is 
working on behalf of Hoffmann-La Roche in Basel, Switzerland, on a complex $250 million 
laboratory building. He is engaged in the topic of Quality management and the introduction of 
new BIM workflows in large projects. 
 

 
 
Gilbert Muehlemann is a Lead Consultant at Autodesk, focusing on solutions for owner and 
operators in the AEC segment. For more than ten years now he is implementing solutions 
based on Autodesk technology at various customers helping them to become more successful. 
As an educated Business Analyst he knows that understanding the business challenges first is 
crucial. Knowing a wide range of methodologies he can suggest the most appropriate approach 
to resolve a problem - and finally help the customer adopt the technologies in conjunction with 
the business processes. He is currently working with several customers to extend their BIM 
usage to the construction site and ultimately smoothly hand-over buildings to the Facility 
Management processes. 
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Discover and apply the “BIM-to-Field Sleep Well” model for BIM to Field 
 
I was in the US lately and learned how mistakes are made on the construction site, how you 
have to deal with them, and how to return the resolutions back to the office  for learning 
purposes. 
I think we should do so in every project.  
The question is:  would it not be desirable, however, to not make these mistakes on the 
construction site? 
This will be the question that we hope to give an answer to today. We would like to learn which 
prerequisites and rules it needs, to reach the zero-error policy. In the phase of planning and 
design, but also on the construction site 
 
 
 
 
The zero-error policy 
 
The zero-error policy describes the state of planning or degree of planning completeness to be 
achieved after completion of the planning phase.  
 

Zero-error policy 

• No day delay 
• Keep the budget 
• 0 Error in quantity and quantity determination for procurement 
• 0 Faults in constructability 
• 0 Faults in availability 
• 0 Error during design and assembly 
• 0 supplements and no waste 
• 0 Error during transfer "as built" 
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BIM Modell development (see Model below) 
If the criticisms of the zero-error policy were observed (alt: If the feedback from zero 
error policy reviews were observed, …), the course of the BIM model development 
would look something like this. The errors are reduced to zero during the planning 
phase, and the LOD / LOI increases continuously, up to 100%. If we continue to assume 
that we can start the construction phase with 0 errors and if we build everything as wire s 
have planned, we could keep the Line strait. "built as designed" 
 

 
 

SW-MODEL 
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The opposite of zero-errors 
  

 
 

Impact on Contingency 
Planning or execution errors are often paid by Contingency usage and therefore paid 
twice. 
The companies use the term impression and the Lack of control of the construction 
management to claim benefits which have already been paid.  
 
 

The diagram below shows that the budgeted contingency is usually also spent at the end 
of the project. 
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Understand how the application of the model enables you to prevent cost 
overruns 
Experience has shown that the attitude of making no mistakes is quite feasible and deserves a 
chance. I've looked at the past 4 projects to go nearer to this line. With the introduction of 
BIM360Field and the development of user stories, we will try to keep the line. We are currently 
in the second phase of the Detail Design and are slowly approaching the perfect model. It is an 
essential prerequisite for an optimal start at the construction site. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

SW-MODEL 
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Use of BIM360Field  
Fault detection by specialist builders 
Construction Managers are, so to speak, the early warning system, which 
prevent wrong assembly already in the approach to Construction. With 
BIM360Field, we are able to perform just on time management on site. 
Defined workflows and work instructions determine the everyday life of the 
Construction Manager. 
 
Time savings for the construction management 
Construction manuals and deficiency management are essential tools for 
construction management. You have them at any time and up to date. An 
entrepreneur's allegations can be reviewed and rebutted at any time. The model 
and the library give an explanation. 
 
Simplifies security training 
All security training is carried out exclusively with the BIM360 from the Library. 
On the construction site, the person responsible for the fire has the full scope of 
the documentation at the time. 
 
Cost savings for the client 
Checklists with electronic signatures and the automatic creation of audit 
documents save time, money and nerves. They also guarantee a consistent 
quality 
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Understand the rules and tactics of the model for successful usage  
 
Basically I am of the opinion that the prevention of errors should be in the focus and valued 
higher, than to detect and pursue a defect – as it is today. In Lean language , every error 
produced is "waste" and since we act in the sense of the Lean basic thoughts, this setting 
makes sense. We are motivated, that with the help of BIM360Field it is possible to make only 
little mistakes and thereby protect our financial Reserves. 

 

 

Rules and tactics 
As described above, the work of the construction manager can have an effect, it is important 
that the rules be compiled and adhered to (make rules and be strict to adhere). 
 
We plan a head in anticipation and ensure the freedom from errors through the weekly 
development and coordination meetings (ICE sessions). This is done with model-based project 
development. We use BIM not only for planning, but also specifically for execution (Procurement 
and Construction) and Operations. There is no loss of information in the transition from planning 
to Procurement and Construction (flow break), but a planned early participation of the executing 
firms in the preliminary planning phases (functional call for tenders). The execution is also 
managed by the ICE session. A virtual mockup (smartboard) of the day-to-day target work takes 
place daily at 8:00 am as part of the construction management meeting. The work packages are 
clocked according to Lean-Construction methods. The most important feature is the careful 
work preparation with 4D models. This simulates and visualizes the workflows in which the 3D 
models are linked to the building processes. The use of BIM360Field in the offline version on 
tablets facilitates all daily work, such as the recording of defects, editing the diary, finding PDF 
assembly plans, orientate about the planned final assembly condition with the model or for the 
acceptance of components by means of a checklist. 
 

Rules for the construction management 
• Do not be in solidarity with the construction company/manager  
• Spend lots of time on the construction site 
• Support the thesis "built as designed" 
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SW-MODEL 
Impact on Contingency 
By using the technical and tactical tools such as BIM360Field and the corresponding workflows 
and work instructions, the Contingency Rundown becomes controllable with real time 
Information, and for MEPs Contingency could be reduced significantly. This savings potential 
can be set against the expenditures in the planning phase to establish BIM and is a major 
contributor  in the return of investment calculation with respect to BIM. 
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Learn about when you should initiate this approach for BIM to Field at your 
own building projects to save money  
 
In order to reap the success of BIM to Field efforts, it is important to provide appropriate 
preparation and introduction time. All involved must learn what their role are and what activities 
are linked to it. 
 
 

 

                 
SW-MODEL 
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Implementation of 360 Field with Autodesk Consulting 

Given Situation by the Customer – The Desire 
“BIM to Field” – was the common idea of the customer’s project team at the project start. The 
key stakeholders however had more or less clear ideas about what that term would practically 
mean. The ideas spread from an easy achievable level to high desires that no technology could 
currently fulfill. In the past just partly technology has been used to bring the BIM planning data 
to the construction site. Therefore, the best fitting technology had to be evaluated. 

In a first step Bruno Ruch interviewed the key stakeholders to gather the individual ideas. This 
exercise resulted in a list of 83 requirements. Some of these requirements were overlapping 
each other (duplicates) and others reached beyond a realistic scope (out of scope). 

Secondly, the right technology for the customer’s “BIM to Field” initiative had to be selected. 
Potential software products where evaluated against the list of requirements. Autodesk’s BIM 
360 Field reached the highest score in that evaluation and was therefore selected as the 
technology to be used. 

 ‘User Stories’ – Autodesk’s Suggested Approach 
Now there was still a gap between the ideas (list of requirements) and the built-in functionality of 
BIM 360 Field. Some examples are: 

 Missing automation of regular tasks – requiring customization 
 Requirements written too generic – need to clearer understand the actual need 
 Nowadays technology not sufficient to fulfill needs – need to understand the need and 

prioritize properly 

Autodesk Consulting suggested to adopt the concept of User Stories to manage and resolve 
these gaps. Transforming the list of requirements into User Stories shall provide the following 
advantages: 

 Cut into doable pieces of work (just one sentence). 
 Confirmed business value (‘purpose’). 
 Defined role names per user story. 
 Desired end-user device type per user story (desktop computer, laptop, tablet). 
 Clear priorities (Must to Wish). 
 Clear urgency (related to need in actual construction project phase). 
 Easy to use (users with very few training skills must be able to use it). 

But let’s understand what a User Story is first of all. A User Story is a structured sentence 
consisting of three parts: 

 

Autodesk Consulting supported the customer’s core team to transform the list of requirements 
into User Stories. These workshops then resulted in 33 User Stories still reflecting all 
requirements. 

As a _____   
I want _____ 
so that _____  

CAD designer (role) 
to quickly access my recent files after opening the application (desire) 
I can save time. (purpose / benefit) 
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Roll-out Plan – our Adoption Plan 
As the actual construction was going to start soon with the demolition of the predecessor 
building we wanted to deliver value to the project team as early as possible. So we compressed 
the User Stories according  to their urgency and  feasibility into a roll-out plan. The phases in 
the roll-out plan were aligned with the project construction plan and time frames were allocated 
to each phase. 

The main purpose of the roll-out plan was to communicate the scope, time and content of the 
“BIM to Field” project to various stakeholders on customer side. Also, it helps users to 
understand why they can already see all modules in the app but become trained on a few of 
them only. 

 

But how do we configure the application and get it actually used later on? We defined a simple 
adoption plan to schedule the tasks per phase, that are:  

 Configure (or customize) the application with the actual project data and settings. 
 Educate the users on what they currently need to perform. 
 Use the application by the users and regularly check their actual usage. 
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